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Dr. DAVID HAUGHTON
BC Children’s Hospital emergency physician Dr David A. Haughton took the
plunge and dove into painting as of 7:30 a.m. on 29 October 2017. And once
he plunged, he wasted no time. He gave away his medical equipment and textbooks, took a few things off the wall, and left the hospital with a box containing
just a few items—including his stethoscope in case he needed to check his
blood pressure. The next day he canceled his medical licence and CMPA insurance and stopped practising as a physician.
The move wasn’t a surprise. Haughton had been an artist for 40 years and a physician for
32. His plan all along had been to become successful enough as an artist, in parallel to medicine, to eventually become an artist full time. The top floor of Haughton’s New Westminster
home has been his studio since 1995. A bright, cozy, inviting space, located under the eaves,
packed with art, painting supplies, and books on his masters, all largely self-taught like him:
Cézanne, Homer, van Gogh, and Goya. In ninth grade, he stumbled across his Japanese
17th-century “artist super hero,” Katsushika Hokusai who has provided an artistic compass
and inspires Haughton to this day. Travel and painting have always been intertwined for
Haughton, both before and after he became a physician. In 1975 he spent a year in Greece
and began mastering pen-and-ink drawings of landscapes and monasteries using a drafting
pen with no pre-sketching or notation. For a dozen years he worked almost exclusively in pen
and ink before moving to watercolors.
While a physician, he dedicated up to 2 months a year to painting. For the last decade,
Haughton and his wife, Dr Lyne Filiatrault, have retreated to remote Tofino during storm season, which inspired a series entitled Fear, Hope and Longing. Painting this series helped him
face and express the anxiety related to aging and the looming end of his medical career. In
his 2016 art newsletter he wrote, “Lately I’m inspired by an intense feeling of personal vulnerability and evanescence. Perhaps it is that I am perched on the seam between two tectonic
plates in temporary equipoise, awaiting the slip, the earthquake, the tsunami. Perhaps it is
that I am on the edge of leaving a secure income for a life of full-time painting. More likely: I
am 60 years old.”
Haughton’s artistic process for landscapes starts with capturing the scene. Usually with his
digital camera close by or clipped to his belt, he takes photographs, sometimes several dozen different shots—close-ups, at a distance, panoramas, and so on. Then, back in his studio—days, months, or even years later—with photographs displayed, he imagines himself
there again, and starts a painting with a pencil sketch. He currently has about 200 paintings
in different states of completion.
His landscape paintings are much more than pretty images; they are his emotional response.
In his paintings Haughton tries to capture his initial, immediate emotional and intellectual reaction. He hopes it triggers the viewer in a similar way, and maybe even sets their heart
aflutter. Haughton’s brilliant leadership skills have a new application. Not only is he now a full
-time artist, he is also a gallerist, working to keep a not-for-profit Seattle gallery alive. He says
the learning curve to becoming a gallerist is steep and completely different than being an artist, but he’s enjoying it. “The whole bandwidth that was involved in the politics of medicine is
now involved in the politics of the art world,” he says.
(Editor’s note: Check Dr. Haughton’s website at https://www.haughton-art.ca for more
information and samples of his art.)
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Report of the January 14th Meeting
Attendance: 182 Members and Guests
President Hugh Chaun opened the meeting, welcomed the
members and guests present, especially our speaker, Chris
Hinkson. Two new member were introduced by Peter Hamilton
(see Welcome Our New Members on page 3). Raymond
Greenwood thanked his Greeters and Cashiers. Bill Hooker
introduced Chief Justice Chris Hinkson.
The Honourable Christopher Hinkson, a judge of the BC Court
of Appeal, was appointed as the Chief Justice of the Supreme
Court of BC by Prime Minister Stephen Harper in 2013. In his
talk he shared an overview of the Supreme Court of BC, some
of the challenges of the court, and described some of the surprising administrative aspects of his role which extend far beyond choosing the colour of the carpet at the new courthouse in
Abbotsford.
The Supreme Court is a court of general and inherent jurisdiction, which means that it can hear civil, family, or criminal cases. Last year, 36% of the cases were civil, 40% were criminal,
and 24% were family. The complete statistics on the breakdown and number of cases are available in the Annual Report,
which is available on the Court's website (www.bccourts.ca/
supreme_court/about_the_supreme_court/annual_reports/).
The Supreme Court hears most appeals from the Provincial
Court in civil and criminal cases and limited appeals from arbitrations. Canada follows the common law system that originated in England and all the judges who sit at the Court decide
independently on the cases that they hear. While in most of the
American states the Supreme Court is the highest court in the
system, in Canada the senior court in each province is the
Court of Appeal. As Chief of the Court of Appeal of BC, this
makes Bob Bowman is the highest ranking-person in the province’s judicial system. The Chief Justice of the Supreme Court
is the highest ranking-person of the trial courts in the province.
The Chief Justice of the Supreme Court role has limited jurisdiction to intervene in the decisions of other members of the
Court. The Chief Justice’s role includes the assignment of judges to cases, permitting a judge to come off the regular schedule
to attend courses or for personal reasons, addressing complaints regarding staff, and even hearing some cases that are
more prolific in nature. As the Supreme Court is a circuit court,
the Chief Justice must also decide where judges will travel.
Judges are expected to spend eight weeks of the year, hearing
cases in smaller communities. Circuit courts are used to remind
judges of the needs of people in all areas of the province. Furthermore, there are only resident judges in 10 of the 28 centres.
In 2018, the Court heard a total of 870 trials throughout the
province, along with a much greater number of shorter applications. While this may not sound like a lot, trials are getting
longer and more complicated. This is partially due to the gap
left from a great number of retiring lawyers. Lawyers who are
filling these roles haven’t received many opportunities to get
trial experience and thus judges are lacking the level of
counsel-work that they have grown accustomed to. In many
cases, given the cost of litigation, lawyers are absent alltogether.
In addition to a lack of experienced lawyers, judges are spread
very thin. The number of positions for judges in BC has not increased since the 90’s despite rapid population growth and a
dramatic increase in the number of ICBC motor vehicle accident
cases going to trial instead of being settled out of court. Furthermore, fewer lawyers are applying to be judges given the complicated and lengthy application process in addition to the pay
discrepancy.
Judges of the superior courts, including the BC Supreme Court,
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are appointed and paid by the federal government. The federal
Judges Act requires that a person wanting to be a judge must
have practiced law for ten years. In this time, they must have
maintained good standing with a provincial Law Society that can
attest to their fitness for judicial office. A process has also been
put in place to appoint more judges that members of minority
groups, including Indigenous people, visible minorities, and
members of the LGBTQ community. Some observers have applauded the effort to make the judiciary more diverse, while others have said that the screenings are resulting in inexcusable
delays to the vetting and appointment process. While the application process is difficult and tedious, appointing judges rather
than holding elections helps ensure that judges are chosen
based on having strong qualifications as opposed to their popularity. This objective process bolsters judicial independence and
neutrality. Additionally, because judges do not need to campaign, they can devote all their time and energy to their work.
Over the last several years, the constant shortfall of judges has
resulted in more "bumping' of hearings. Bumping is a problem
for litigants and a waste of their resources. Parties have to wait
longer for trial dates. On average, civil litigants waited 18
months for a five-day trial in 2018, while family litigants were
waiting six to eight months. Criminal trial dates are generally
made available on an as-needed basis, because of the liberty
interests at stake when the accused is detained awaiting trial. Working with an incomplete complement of judges obviously
increases the burden of those who are sitting as well, because it
means that each judge must shoulder more work to balance the
load. Judges usually sit from for 4.5 hours on trials. This may
seem like a short period of time; however, judges need to take
the time to prepare for hearings and to issue reasons for judgment once proceedings have concluded. In addition to trials,
judges sit on a variety of conferences with litigants, which are
typically scheduled before and after trial times. Conferences
include judicial case conferences, case planning conferences,
settlement conferences, judicial management conferences, pretrial conferences, trial scheduling conferences, and trial management conferences. The goal of pre-trial conferences is to
ensure that the parties are well-prepared for quick and easy
trials. In 2018, approximately 4,500 hours of judicial time were
devoted to conferences. Judges are also assigned to hear applications in Chambers and are responsible for reviewing and
signing desk orders in uncontested matters such as divorces. In
order to reduce the burden on judges and wait times for trials, a
variety of mechanisms at the court are used to encourage the
parties to sort out differences and settle before going to trial, but
these aren’t always successful.
There is currently a lot of pressure on the Supreme Court of BC.
While the media generally have a good relationship with the
Court, they place the blame on long trial wait times on the judges not sitting at hearings long enough. People awaiting trial are
frustrated with the courts and judges are already overworked
and under-supported in all their additional duties. Meanwhile the
Court is asking for more judge positions and appointments to
alleviate some of the frustrations, but not hearing back from the
Federal Government. With no solutions being put forward from
the Attorney General’s office, it appears that longer wait times
and heavier workloads are the new normal.
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Rotarians' Investment Club
Our next Meeting will be on Thursday February 27th, 2020,
at the RVYC at 3811 Point Grey Road, commencing at
6.30 pm sharp, with a no-host bar at 6.00 pm.
Requests to attend are welcome from Probus Members
who are open to the prospect of joining our Club. Please
contact our President, Richard Higgins, by email at
bravo@shaw.ca (or 604-736-7596 - but please – no texts)
by Tuesday, February 25th, as we must give RVYC the
exact head count as we get charged for "no-shows".
Please bring a cheque for $75.00 for the excellent 3 course
dinner including dinner wine etc.
Our Guest Speaker will be Felix Narhi, Director, Chief
Investment Officer and Portfolio Manager of
Penderfund Capital Management. Felix is Co-Manager
of the firm’s flagship award-winning Pender Value Fund, as
well as the lead Portfolio Manager of the Strategic Growth
and Income Fund and the US All Cap Equity Fund. Prior to
joining Pender in July 2013, Felix spent over nine years as
a Director and Senior Equity Analyst at Odlum Brown, a
value-oriented investment firm in Vancouver.
Felix’s topics will be “How we built a growing asset
management team in Vancouver the “Pender Way” &
“Where to look for compelling opportunities in an extended bull market”
Brexit, the US Elections, Climate Change, and the Hong
Kong fight for autonomy should make it an interesting year
for the Stock Market!
Please contact me for information about our Investment
Club which was formed in April 1998 by members of your
Probus Club and the Rotary Club of Vancouver.
John Sullivan, Membership Chair, R.I.C.
Tel: Office: D.L: 604-714-4773 Res: 604-263-4486
johnws@telus.net

Welcome Our New Members

PROBUS FRED COTTON
BOOK CLUB

Lory Fairfield
Human Resources Executive

The Book Club meets at 9:00 a.m. on the ﬁrst
Wednesday each month (except July and August) at the
White Spot, Georgia & Cardero.
Upcoming books we will discuss:

Phil Marshall
Lawyer

February 5—A Better Man by Louise Penny
March 4– One Giant Leap: The Impossible Mission That Flew Us to the
Moon by Charles Fishman

Thanks to our January
Member Services Team
Cashiers—Doug Shaw & Nick Scharfe
Greeters—Mike Shields & Mel Rowles

For further informa+on contact Ken Yule at kjyqc@shaw.ca or
604-266-4563.
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VANCOUVER SYMPHONY CONCERTS
MARCH 13 – Friday 8 pm – The Beethoven Experience – Otto Tausk conducting
Symphony No. 6 Pastorale which is Beethoven’s portrait of nature, and the breathtaking
Piano Concert No. 4
Purchase no later than February 21

A UNIQUE VSO EXPERIENCE 5:30 pm to 8 pm
APRIL 30 – Thursday 5:30 pm – Join the VSO for happy hour in the Orpheum at 5:30 pm
a shorter format of two compositions instead of three and no intermission.
General admission Concert at 6:30 pm hosted and introduced by the conductor in a casual atmosphere. Then mix and mingle with VSO musicians after the performance,
Bernstein On the Town: Three dance episodes
GERSHWIN Porgy & Bess Purchase no later than Mar 27

Name _______________________________________________

Phone # _______________________ Email _____________________________________

$55 formerly $95
Beethoven – Seating Preference – Orchestra____ Balcony____ # of seats____

$23.75 formerly $28.75
Unique Experience – General Admission - Seating orchestra level only

# of seats_____

WHICH PROBUS CLUB? Men’s____ Women’s____ Mixed____

Cheques only accepted - made out to the Vancouver Symphony Orchestra
Mail to:
Estelle Jacobson, 1192 Nanton Avenue, Vancouver, V6H 2C5

Phone 604-259-1091

PLEASE NOTE THAT THERE ARE NO
EXCHANGES AND NO REFUNDS FOR
THESE SPECIALLY PRICED TICKETS!!
ABSOLUTELY NO EXCEPTIONS.
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